CALIFORNIA CUSTOMERS CARB AGREEMENT
Important Emissions Notice: Exhaust systems for non-emission control system equipped motorcycles, as
well as slip-on mufflers that mount downstream of and which do not inhibit the proper function of
emission control systems, are considered legal replacement parts by the California Air Resources Board
(CARB). CARB does not, however, permit the use of aftermarket exhaust systems that remove or alter
OEM emission control devices (I.E. the catalytic converter) unless certified by CARB, other than on racing
vehicles on closed courses. More California exhaust information is available at www.arb.ca.gov.
Competition Use Only Parts may not be sold or used on a motorcycle that is used on or off the public
highways other than those motorcycles used exclusively for competition. Competition Use Only Parts
are aftermarket parts that replace or otherwise interfere with the operation of an emission control
device, such as a catalytic converter or oxygen sensor, and may be sold and used on a motorcycle that is
used only for closed course competition.
Let’s be honest… CARB laws were written to baffle Attorneys and leave room for interpretation, so an
easy to understand interpretation in the case of our SLIP-ON mufflers might be: If our slip-on muffler
removes the catalytic converter, or modifies OEM emission control devices, then it is NOT legal for CA
public roads.
That said… you must acknowledge and agree that the selected product you are purchasing from
Hotbodies Racing, Inc. may affect the factory-installed emission equipment and if so is intended for
racing use only, I.E. for use and installation on racing vehicles to be used on closed courses only and
must not be used on public roads or installed on vehicles subject to emission control requirements.
I agree not to use or install this product on vehicles registered or used on California public roads.
Furthermore I am buying this product for my racing motorcycle to be exclusively used in closed circuit
racing. By purchasing this product I confirm that I have read and understand this Warning and I will
comply with CARB requirements on the matter and will not hold Hotbodies Racing, Inc. responsible for
any misuse.

